**Unit 1 Holidays**

**Holidays and traditions:** candle, Chinese New Year, Christmas, dragon, Halloween, lantern, pine tree, pumpkin, Thanksgiving, turkey.

**Halloween costumes:** beard, broom, costume, eye, patch, fairy, fake teeth, hat, parrot, pirate, vampire, wand, wings, witch.

**Animals of the Chinese Horoscope:** dog, dragon, horse, monkey, ox, pig, rabbit, rat, rooster, sheep, snake, tiger.

**Adverbs of frequency:** always, usually, often, sometimes, rarely, never.

**Phonics:** airplane, blanket, black, blow, blue, clap, clock, cloud, clue, flag, float, flower, glass, place, planet, plate, play, plum, sleep.

**Reviewed topics:** clothes, leisure activities, time expressions.

---

**Unit 2 Interventions**

**Simple machines:** inclined plane, lever, pulley, screw, wedge, wheel and axle.

**Inventions involving machines:** diving board, flagpole, inlines skates, merry-go-round, rake, seesaw, shovel, skateboard, slide, steps, tricycle.

**Others:** bowl, cage, tube.

**Verbs of motion:** bounce, fall, hit, lift, move, pull, push, roll, run, start, spin, turn.

**Prepositions of directions:** across, down, into, out, over, through, toward, up.

**Phonics:** school, skates, skin, skirt, slithering, smile, smoke, snake, special, speed, spider, spot, squirrel, stand, stare, stars, statue, stone, store, strawberry, street, strike, stripes, stump, sweater, sweet.

**Reviewed topics:** household objects, time expressions.

---

**Unit 3 People in History**

**Classic music:** compose, composer, concert, musician, opera, orchestra, piano, prodigy, symphony, violin.

**Sources for information:** biographies, books, CD's, letters, movies, museum, other people, primary information, research, secondary information, TV shows, websites.

**Phonics:** brick, bride, bridge, crab, cross, crowds, crown, dragon, draws, dress, drill, drinks, drums, frame, frog, Friday, friends, fruit, grass, grasshopper, green, practice, prince, princess, prize, proud, trail. Train, treasure, tree, triangles, trumpet.

**Reviewed topics:** leisure activities and abilities.
### Unit 4 The Five Senses

**Senses:** ear, eyes, feel, hands, hear, look, nose, see, smell, sound, taste, tongue, touch.  
**Adjectives:** angry, beautiful, bumpy, delicious, great, happy, loud, old, rough, shiny, smooth, soft, sour, smart, sticky, stinky, strong, sweet, terrible.  
**Animals:** bat, cheetah, hawk, monarch butterfly, moth, seal, swan, whale.  
**Ailments:** backache, cold, headache, hot, hungry, stomachache, thirsty, tired, toothache.  
**Phonics:** fill, hill, windmill, ball, call, fall, wall, apples, bottle, candle, eagle, table, triangle, twinkle, uncle.  
**Reviewed topics:** adjectives, animals, food items.

### Unit 5 Fantastical Animals

**Fantastical animals:** dragon griffin, mermaid, duck-billed platypus, bird of paradise, minotaur, sea serpent, unicorn, yeti.  
**Physical features and characteristics:** arms, back, beak, body, bushy, claw, feathers, feet, fin, flat, forehead, front, legs, fur, furry, giant, head, horn, les, neck, poisonous, pouch, round, scales, sharp, shell, spike, straight, strong, tail. Teeth, trunk, webbed feet, wings.  
**Adjectives:** boring, confusing, dangerous, difficult, easy, exciting, frightening, fun, gentle, impossible, important, interesting, kind, lonely, nice, smart, tiring.  
**Animals’ abilities:** attract, carry, protect, reach, suck up.  
**Phonics:** bench, bunch, French, lunch, punch, catch, watch.  
**Reviewed topics:** animals, colors, verbs of movement.

### Unit 6 Games and Sports

**Sports and field day games:** basketball, chess, egg toss, golf, inline-skating, jumping rope, marbles, sack race, skateboarding, swimming, tennis, tug-of-war.  
**Sports and games equipment:** ball, basket, board, cleats, flippers, helmet, knee pads, racket, rope, gloves, sack, shoulder pads, sneakers.  
**Word relating to outdoor activities:** bounce, catch, chase, clap, finish line, hit, hop, hoop, kick, leash, pass, picnic, player, ride, rules, skates, skip, team, throw, toss.  
**Phonics:** brick, kick, stick, trick, back, black, pack, quack, shack, track, clock, lock, sock.  
**Reviewed topics:** leisure activities, parts of the body, places in a town.
Unit 7 Aztecs

**Natural material:** animal, bones, cacao beans, clay, cotton, feathers, gold, mineral, rocks, seeds, stones, vegetable.

**Aztec and ancient artifacts:** armor, canoes, jewelry, masks, musical instruments, pictures, plows, pots, pyramids, temple.

**Tools and other things:** alphabet, cloth, coins, fork, knife, needle and thread, spoon, symbols, tape, vehicles.

**Phonics:** angry, cry, muddy, fly, funny, happy, rainy, shy, sky, sunny, windy, yard, yarn, yellow, you.

**Reviewed topics:** animals.

Unit 8 Natural Disasters

**Natural disasters:** drought, earthquake, flood, forest fire, hurricane, tornado, tsunami, volcano.

**Verbs relating to disasters:** break, burst, collapse, cover, crash, destroy, drop, fall in, fall down, get into, get under, move, move away, stay calm.

**Word relating to emergencies:** damaged building, electrical wires, electricity, elevator, gas stove, hide, telephone, underground.

**Volcanoes:** active, branch passageway, central passageway, chamber, cone-shaped, cool, dormant, erupt, extinct, flow, lava, layers, liquid, rock, magma, red-hot, surface, solidify, volcanic ash.

**Phonics:** arm, barking, barn, car, card, dark, far, farm, guitar, jar, large, mark, part, party, shark, star, start.

**Reviewed topics:** action verbs, cooking instructions, weather.

Unit 9 Music

**Musical instruments:** cello, clarinet, cymbals, drum, flute, French horn, guitar, harp, oboe, piano piccolo, recorder, triangle, trombone, tuba, violin.

**Word relating to music:** band, classical, composer, concerto, high, low, musical, musician, piece, rap, sound, string, symphony, vibrate, vibration.

**Phonics:** ashore, corn, horn, horse, orange, port, shore, short, storm, thunderstorms, bird, birthday, dirt, girl, shirt, skirt.

**Reviewed topics:** leisure adjectives, animals, natural materials, physical characteristics.
### Unit 10 Money

**US currency:** cent, dime, dollar, nickel, penny, quarter.

**Money:** allowance, amount, be worth, buy, calculate, change, cheap, cost, earn, expensive, gross profit, have left, net profit, pay, piggy bank, price, save, spend, sell, value.

**Math:** add, multiply, subtract.

**Phonics:** burn, hurt, nurse, purple, purse, treasure, turn, turtle, better, farmer, feather, flower, mermaid, river, roller, soccer, summer, tiger, under, weather, yesterday.

**Reviewed topics:** adjectives, everyday items, leisure activities, numbers.